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THE PALLITE RANGE

LIGHTWEIGHT
PAPER PALLETS,
PALLET BOXES
AND COMPONENTS
DESIGNED TO
REDUCE THE
TOTAL COST OF
DELIVERY.

PALLETS
PALLITE® pallets are typically 83% lighter than
wooden pallets, saving up to £61.00 per pallet
when sending as air freight. They’re strong
enough to hold up to 750kg in open-beam
racking and can be specified to hold up to
1.2 tonne.

PALLET BOXES
The award-winning PALLITE® pallet box can
hold up to 750kg and stack up to 500kg with
assembly in under 10 seconds. Providing the
ultimate protection for your consignment, we
can provide bespoke CNC-machined inserts to
securely hold your products in place.

INSULATED PALLET BOXES
Our insulated boxes use the thermal properties
of honeycomb and when combined with
insulating liners and gel packs can provide
the ability to maintain your goods’ desired
temperature by up to 12% more than corrugate.

PALLITE® PIX

PALLITE® is a range of strong and recyclable transit
packaging providing a clean, lightweight alternative
to wood that is exempt from ISPM15 regulations.

HONEYCOMB
TECHNOLOGY

ULTRA
LIGHTWEIGHT

Honeycomb-cell technology
makes PALLITE® lighter
than wood but stronger
than corrugate.

Euro PALLITE® pallets
weigh in up to 20.95kg
lighter than wood, reducing
weight by 83%.

SUPER STRONG

ISPM15 EXEMPT

Strong enough to hold up to
750kg in open-beam racking
and can be specified to hold
up to 1.2 tonne

Ideal for exporting
consignments with
complete ISPM15
exemption.

PALLITE® PIX is a range of lightweight, flexible
and strong storage and shelving systems that
are designed to consolidate pick-faces.
By creating more free space in your warehouse,
you can increase the yield of your space whilst
maintaining the ability to flex around the
demands of your supply chain and improve
your pick efficiency.
LAYER PADS
PALLITE® layer pads are made from 15mm
or 25mm honeycomb deck and offer the
ability to stack, reinforce, stack or separate
consignments without the durability concerns
of corrugate and the inflexibility of MDF.
TRANSIT ACCESSORIES
PALLITE® pallet feet are the same as those
used on PALLITE® pallets and pallet boxes
but are offered with adhesive tape along the
top edge to allow them to be applied directly
to a consignment, eliminating the
need for a pallet.

STORAGE ACCESSORIES
The PALLITE® range of storage accessories
has been created to compliment the PALLITE®
PIX range. The range includes a number of
products – all sustainable and made from
paper or corrugate.

THE LIGHTNESS OF
PAPER MADE STRONG
BY DESIGN
Award-winning innovation
From the honeycomb cells of the
PALLITE® deck to the spirally-wound
tubes of its pallet feet, our products
have won awards for breaking the
mould in transit packaging solutions.
Heavy wooden pallets dominated
the market for many years but failed
to meet the needs of companies in
many sectors.
We have put all our energy and
resources into finding a lightweight,
cleaner solution that delivers costsaving benefits as well as helping
our clients to reduce their carbon
footprint.

BENEFITS ALL BOXED OFF
Ultra-lightweight and clean

Super-strong and robust

Competitive on cost

• Typically 83% lighter than wooden
pallets and crates

• Complex honeycomb technology is
stronger than corrugate fluting

• Make savings of up to £61.00 per
pallet on air freight costs

• No contamination from mould

• Pallets weigh from just 4.05kg,
compared with 25kg for wood

• Maximise container and vehicle
capacity with bespoke pallet sizes

• Store loads of up to 750kg in
open-beam racking with confidence

• ISPM15-exempt, PALLITE® products
eliminate the cost of heat treatment

• Add a conveyor frame to ease the free
movement of your machinery

• Minimise damages with protection
against road vibrations or strapping
and banding

• No injuries from splinters and nails

• Fully tested against performance quality
standards with expert accreditation

A UK company,
we’re proud to
manufacture the entire
PALLITE® range
at our factory in
Northamptonshire.

GOOD FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT
100% recyclable, the
PALLITE® range is made
from more than 80%
recycled materials with the
percentage increasing each
year thanks to product
development

£

Cash back available when
bailed for recycling
Help your business gain from
smart sustainability

SAFETY FIRST
Protect your team and
reduce the risk of injuries
- loading windows that make
them easier to fill
With no splinters or nails,
the risk of cuts and scratches
is eliminated

PALLITE® IS MOST
POPULAR WITH…
Pharmaceutical companies
Food manufacturers
Automotive sector
suppliers...
…anyone who exports goods

DELIVERING SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS
A truly creative concept

Manufacturing excellence

Invented as an alternative to heavy
wooden pallets with nails and splinters,
PALLITE® answered the call for a
lightweight, strong, clean and
recyclable paper alternative.

Every element of the PALLITE® range
is manufactured at our UK factory.
All components meet stringent quality
assurance checks and we conduct
rigorous vibration and crush tests on
our raw materials.

By listening to clients’ supply chain issues,
PALLITE® was developed to solve
problems with hygiene, weight and
durability, taking cost out of the
distribution process.
As we continued to listen, the range
was expanded from pallets to include
collapsible pallet boxes, insulated pallet
boxes, layer boards and pallet feet.

We work with some of the world’s
leading paper manufacturers and
every reel of paper is tested for its
thickness, weight and absorbency so
that you can rely on the strength and
durability of the finished product.

For the final mile,
the PALLITE® range
is ideal for export by
road, sea or air.
PALLITE® products
save weight and space
reducing the total
distribution cost.

FREIGHT SOLUTIONS FOR AIR, SEA AND ROAD
AIR

Save time on gaining certification
for heat-treated pallets and crates
as the entire PALLITE® range is
ISPM15-exempt. You can rest
assured that your consignment
will not be at risk of contamination
from nails, splinters or mould saving time and keeping your
workforce safe.

Airlines are happy to accept the
PALLITE® range. Weighing in from just
4.05kg, PALLITE® pallets are 20.5kg
lighter than a heavy wooden alternative,
saving money on air freight costs.

SEA
The PALLITE® range is available in
standard UK, Euro and bespoke sizes
to meet your requirements. We can
create pallets and pallet boxes that
precisely fit your shipping container,
increasing capacity utilisation.
.

Your consignment will already be
palletised when it arrives so there’s
no need for additional manual handling.

ROAD
The PALLITE® range is up to 83% lighter
than wooden and plastic alternatives saving on fuel costs and reducing your
carbon footprint at the same time.
The 25mm protective pallet box wall
can stabilise a load and reduce the risk of
your consignment shifting during transit.
Tests show that PALLITE® products
absorb more of the vibrations caused by
road transport than wooden alternatives.
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